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Not-for-profit credit unions exist to serve their members
Credit unions – not-for-profit financial cooperatives – were formed primarily to serve working
Americans; this purpose has been reaffirmed by
Congress many times, as well as the National
Credit Union Administration (NCUA), the
federal credit union regulator.

WHAT STATE LAW SAYS ABOUT
CREDIT UNIONS
State law, Chapter 186 of the statutes says
a credit union is a:
“…cooperative, nonprofit corporation, incor-

As recently as November, 2006, NCUA reaffirmed that credit unions do a great job meeting
the needs of working people, particularly those
who live paycheck to paycheck.

porated under this chapter to encourage
thrift among its members, create a source
of credit at a fair and reasonable cost and
provide an opportunity for its members to
improve their economic and social condi-

The for-profit banking lobby and their spin
doctors desperately hope that if they continually
mischaracterize who credit unions are intended
to serve, that some will begin to believe it.
The banking industry takes out of context terms
in federal law referencing working Americans
and suggests that this language limits credit
unions to serving only the poor. In actuality, a
credit union’s field of membership determines
who they’re able to serve, not – thankfully – forprofit banking interests.

tions.”
The plain truth is that credit unions serve
everyone in their field of membership
regardless of income.

CREDIT UNIONS ARE AS IMPORTANT
AS EVER FOR WORKING FOLKS
Wisconsin’s working families and small
businesses still rely on credit unions
because their modest borrowing needs are
often seen as “too small” for banks seeking
profits, or because they’re seeking a more

Worse, a number of strident banking partisans
even go so far as to urge new regulations to force
credit unions to limit or end their relationships
with members whose economic situation
improves over time – in spite of the fact that
Wisconsin law says that’s precisely what credit
unions have been formed to do!

affordable alternative to predatory lenders
charging excessive fees and interest.
Wisconsin credit unions received a
Governor’s Award for Financial Literacy in
2006 for this contiued outreach as part of
credit unions’ REAL Solutions initaitive.
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